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The Office Bearers/ Central Committee members/ State Committee Chiefs 
 A.I.B.R.F 
 
Dear Comrades. 
                                                 Re: Functioning of State Committees of AIBRF 
As you are aware, to strengthen organizational functioning  of AIBRF, today, 17 State Committees of AIBRF are 
fully functional and active to implement policies and programs of the organization in all parts of the country. 
We are happy to see that these state committees have contributed significantly to carry organizational 
programs on important demands of bank retirees.  
 
2. At Trissur Delegate Session held in November, 2015, after comprehensive deliberations, exchange of ideas, 
discussion papers and debates which lasted for more than 4 years, important and historical amendments in 
constitution of AIBRF ,  concerning to set up and functioning  of state committees were approved. These 
provisions now exist under Articles 11.6.1 to 11.6.11 of the constitution. These provisions deal with 
formation of state committees, their role and responsibility, tenure, supervision of  AIBRF central office  and 
its central committee etc.  
 
3. it is matter of pride for all of us that these state committees after revamping exercise carried out at Trissur 
Conference, have grown significantly covering all most entire geographical area of the country. We find that 
today through these state committees, we  have dedicated team of more than 1000 active office bearers, 
central committee/ executive committee members in addition of thousands of activists who are always ready 
to respond organizational call at short notice. We also find that some of the state committees have taken 
initiative to form  district and town committees in terms of article 11.6.9 to ensure that organizational call/ 
stand of AIBRF on retiree issues reach  up to the grass root level. In nutshell, State committee set up has 
emerged as powerful set up in the organization. 
 
4. As you are aware, next Triennial Conference of AIBRF is scheduled to be held In February, 2023. In terms of 
article 11.6.11, which reads as under, all state committees are advised to hold their conferences to elect new 
body only after conclusion of AIBRF Conference in February, 2023.  
 
“The tenure of state committees shall be identical to the tenure of central committee of AIBRF and shall 
terminate with the end of the tenure of Central Committee of AIBRF. Election to the managing committee/ 
Executive Committee shall be held within maximum 3 months of constitution of central committee of 
AIBRF.”    
 
5. The above provisions are highly substantive and with significant consequences. Therefore, its religious 
implementation is absolutely necessary. All are advised to ensure its compliance in letter and spirit.  
  
                                                                With Warm Greetings 
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                                                                                                  Yours Sincerely           

                                                                                      
                                                                                                    (S. C. JAIN)  
                                                                                             GENERAL SECRETARY 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                               

 


